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GMB Union  

Yorkshire & North Derbyshire  

Regional Lifelong Learning Committee 

Meeting Minutes: 

 

Meeting Date: Wednesday 25th November 2020 

 

Attendees:  David Wallace (DW), Lou Kavanagh (LK), Matthew Smith (MS), 

Farzana Jumma (FJ), Clayton Tindle (CT), Dawn Harbour (DH), Ed Jones 

(EJ), Richard Gilbert (RG), Paul Rhodes (PR). 

Project Team: Colin Kirkham (CK), Rosie Ford (RF), Garreth Carvell (GC), 

Cortney Mosey (CM), Emma Bew (EB). 

Invited Guest: Yorkshire & North Derbyshire Regional Secretary Neil 

Derrick (ND). 
 

 

Apologies: Chris Peace, Andy Gibson, Cindy Gavin, Claire Turner, Andrew 

Frost, Josie Boldison. 
 

 

Item 

No: 

Agenda Item: Action: Deadline: 

 
1.  

Welcome & Introductions: 
LK asked all attendees to introduce themselves one by one. 
 
ND Spoke once all attendees had completed their introductions 
and thanked the Committee for what we do as a group on 
developing Union Learning within our Region and said this is a 
good news story however we currently have a bad news story 
regarding the withdrawal of Learning Funding which will impact 
on our Members and Colleagues within their regions. ND added 
its against the Trade Union Movement and it will be a challenge 
for the whole movement to find the £12 Million to continue 
Union Learning. But as a Region we will continue to mainstream 
Union Learning and continue to have the Regional Learning 
Fund and encourage Branches to have a Learning Funds but the 
question has to be how and what way do we continue without 
the funding is going to be a financial challenge and it needs to 
be across all 9 Regions of the Union. ND added this will effect 7 

All.  
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Members of Our Project within this Region and others 
Nationally. ND did assure the Committee that he gave 
commitment that Union Learning is still a priority. 
 

2.  Minutes of Previous Meeting-07/10/20: 
 
LK went through the minutes page by page and asked 
Committee if there had any amendments. All the Committee 
Agreed Previous Minutes are a True & Accurate Record. 
 
LK & AB to sign and then send to Region to be uploaded to 
Website. 

 
 

AB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.  Matters Arising (not on agenda): 

• B05 Donation Offer: 
AB informed the Committee she had received an financial 
Donation to the RULL Committee from Cath Pinder, BO5 Branch 
and AB asked where it would be banked as the Committee do 
not have a bank account. ND answered and said it will go to the 
Regional Bank Account and can be ring-fenced for learning for 
the Benefit for the Committee and when events become 
physical again, then it can be used to fund individual committee 
members to attend. AB to inform Cath P we as a committee 
gladly accept her Branches kind offer of a Donation. 
 
AB then informed the Committee; Cath P has offered to go to 
her Branch and ask if they would support a hourly living wage 
regular donation for a member of the RULL Committee for the 
work they do for this Committee. AB has spoken with Cath P 
and Cath has said the donation is specifically for Committee 
Members on the same model as Accompanying Reps. AB added 
that all Committee Members are on this Committee so we can 
make a difference and right now we are facing losing our 
Project Team. PR said we are still reeling from the Union 
Learning Fund bad news and welcomes the kind offers from 
BO5 but how could it be allocated. The Committee had a 
discussion regarding all branches in the region offering 
something similar. ND added Around the Regions Branches 
collectively in the Accounts around £400,000 and some 
Branches have more than others and it is up to the Branch to 
decide on how to spend their accounts. ND advice was to 
welcome and bank the offer from BO5 as a initial showing that 
there is good will and money from Branches to support Lifelong 
Learning within the Region. ND added the question about 
should the Project and Funding at the end of March 2021 is 
how we do sustain the lifelong learning offer within the Region, 
what it will require and what would it cost. ND added that will 
require further discussion and advised not to ask Branches just 
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yet. LK said this needs to be an ongoing discussion and can we 
forward this item to the next meeting Agenda in January 2021. 
The Committee All Agreed. 
 

4.  RLLC Chairs Report: 
LK updated the Committee that she will be attending the 
National Lifelong Learning Committee Meeting tomorrow which 
will be the first one she is attending in Gary’s Absence. LK 
added she will report to that Committee what our Region has 
achieved in this Committee and Project in the last 12 months. 
LK also informed the Committee that she attended the Virtual 
Union Learn Conference recently and felt this was very 
attended and professionally managed and they had some really 
good speakers. 
 

  

5.  RLLP Managers Report: 
RF updated the Committee Up to the end of October 2020, the 
Region are currently profiled to achieve 9,207 Outcomes and in 
our Region, we have achieved 5, 393 so overall its 58% of 
profiled outcomes. RF added Nationally profiled to achieve 26, 
049 Outcomes and achieved 16,492 Outcomes so performing at 
63%, so we are on track. RF then updated the Committee that 
the Skills Network are launching 2 new courses on 04/12/20 
which are both level 2’s. The first one is called Self Harm & 
Suicide Awareness and the second is called Special Education 
Needs & Disabilities. RF then updated the Committee on what 
they done regarding the cutting of the Union Learning Funding. 
So far achieved a letter from Kirklees Council which has been 
sent on to Union Learn, who have thanked the Project for and 
sent direct to Julia Jones our Co-Ordinator. RF added Wakefield 
Labour Groups have sent a letter direct to Gavin Williamson to 
oppose the decision. They have had activity from some MP’s 
such as Toby Perkins has spoken in Parliament on 18/11/20 to 
try to abolish the decision and other MP’s have got involved 
such as Rachel Maskill, Stephanie Peacock and Judith Cummins, 
stating they are disappointed to the Secretary of State. RF 
added so far 42,653 people have signed the petition and 
encouraged the Committee if not sign it yet please do so ASAP.  
CK then spoke and asked how Gary was and had he received 
the flowers and get well wishes. AB replied she had been in 
contact with Gary and he thanked the Committee and the 
Project for the gifts and added they are lovely. CK then thanked 
LK for stepping in and added she will see at tomorrows National 
meeting how he promotes our RLL Committee model there. CK 
then said Skills Network forms part of our National Offer to all 
members on the Lifelong Learning platform. Up to now we have 
taken opportunity of the free courses the network has offered. 
CK added he has recently been in contact with the Skills 
Network and they also have a noticeably big CPD range of 
courses, these courses are certificated courses so you can 
undertake them and print off your own certificate. But normally   
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there is a cost to them and there still is. However Nationally CK 
has purchased 10,000 Licences, so Nationally there will be 
10,000 available over a sustainable period, so GMB members 
can access and get them for free. CK added this will go through 
the National Communications when it goes Live, then it can be 
capitalised regionally, and it will be on a 1st come 1st served 
basis. This will allow individuals to change career pathways or 
enhance their current careers. LK asked how members go about 
it. CK replied Melanie Bartlett is currently working with the 
Skills Network to take the brochure and make it GMB, so when 
someone clicks on it will through the GMB Website and will be 
a GMB Course Offering to the member. CK added Unite, FBU 
and the Bakers Union have this offer and there are 53 courses 
available. 
CK said the 2nd idea he has been working on Nationally is 
something called Career Tech Challenge. (AB put the 
Information on the screen). CK has been working with an 
organisation called Nest which have asked him if he would be 
interested. CK then explained its 5 platforms by 5 individual 
providers in a contest to get their platform been by the amount 
of people that undertook to say this is a good platform and 
Nest have said there would be financial support that can be 
given in a form of a grant which can be used however we want 
to use it and if you can get your members to enrol on the 
platform. So, the platform will be available to any member so it 
will form part of the membership package which means 
anybody anywhere can click on it and look at the platform, then 
this will be recorded for the outcomes of the Career Tech 
Challenge. CK has put together an initiative which has gone to 
the AGS and SMT to say yes let’s do this. Then take the grant 
funding will be wrapped in something called GMB Members 
Learning Passport, which any members who has lost their 
employment through Covid etc, the Region will submit who 
they are to National Admin and they will send the member a 
letter stating sorry they have lost their employment however 
this passport is available to you which will pay your 
unemployed Subscriptions for 6 months to assist in retaining 
the member and giving chance to work with them and signpost 
to platforms to assist them back into employment hence will 
then raise their subscriptions and keep their membership. CK 
added hopefully this will go Live after Christmas as a full 
package. 
 

6.  Committee Members Reports: 
 Kirklees Council / KNH learning report 
November 2020 
Foreword 
What a year 2020 has been for everyone connected to Union 
Learning however up until the end of March things were 
progressing as normal here in Kirklees and then the first 
lockdown began and from that moment we have been 
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working tirelessly to overcome many new barriers to 
hopefully keep our learners engaged in their studies. 
We managed to overcome some barriers to keep our learners 
studying however not all could continue to access to their 
courses etc. 
A further barrier which meant that our learners could not 
possibly complete their courses before the end of them was 
the government outlining that assessments were the method 
chosen for awarding pass grades. 
With the fifteen weeks duration of our latest courses it meant 
that our learners were unable to submit enough course work 
for the tutors to be able to adequately assess them given the 
start of their course to the cut-off point necessary for a grade 
assessment. 
Work did not stop there and over the summer months we 
continued to find solutions to problems that presented 
themselves due to the pandemic. 
We continued to attract learners for the October courses start 
however it meant changes in how we did things. 
Class assessments 
Until now along with our learning provider, Kirklees College 
we have been utilising paper-based assessments and they 
have been successful however, our learning provider suddenly 
insisted during the summer break in Mid-August that they had 
stopped the use of these and instead insisted upon using an 
algorithm type online assessment. 
 The problem was that for people who were booked into the 
next round of courses had already done their assessments, we 
were now faced with organising our learners to redo their 
assessments again. Unfortunately, many of our frontline staff 
do not have the readily available means to access college 
systems online.   
Our learners were understanding and happy to retake their 
assessments and our few that could not do them for 
themselves we organised quick turn around appointment for 
them to come into the activist centre where we could 
facilitate them by utilising our own equipment set up for 
them. 
A Threat to FS level 2 courses 
Whilst discussing the new assessment process with our 
learning provider we were also informed that college could no 
longer offer level 2 qualifications for both Maths and English.  
Their reasoning was that very few actually pass when in fact 
they had been putting people into level 2’s far too early.  
They would only be able to offer E3 and L1 classes. 
This was not acceptable at all a very curt and veiled letter was 
sent from our learning group which informed them that they 
deliver all the qualification levels, or we would look elsewhere 
for our provision. 
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ULR’s have always advocated that learners move forward at 
their own pace with learning and many have done just that 
with considerable success. 
Kirklees College backed down and all levels are still being 
catered for now. 
IT Problems 
For the next classes that started in mid-October our learners 
were faced with further problems accessing their college 
accounts i.e. Their Outlook account and Microsoft Teams 
classes etc. 
Information sent out to learners were confusing and 
misleading however with a little work with the signing in 
process We managed to circumvent the waffle and created 
direct links for our learners to save as bookmarks that got 
them directly into both their classes emails and resources. All 
our learners who wanted to join this terms classes are 
accessing them. 
Regular Learning Provider meetings 
As all these changes have also affected our providers by 
having to change the delivery of classes we now have a 
weekly briefing to catch and solve problems at a far sooner 
point than before. It appears to be working. 
Functional Skills Class progress. 
Prior to the changes and disruption mentioned above we had 
20 learners signed up over the summer break due to start the 
October Functional Skills Courses. 
Unfortunately, we lost a couple of people due to service 
demand brought on by the Covid Outbreak and a few 
backfilling the gaps etc. 
Taking this into account we currently have; 
5 people taking English FS 
7 people taking Maths FS 
4 people taking GCSE classes. 
The new online assessment allowed the four people to be 
identified as GCSE level and have taken the challenge and 
joined those classes. 
A tall order for us arranging release for the entire year.  
February Classes 
We are continuing the assessments and enrolments for the 
February Classes in a similar vein as before however we are 
better prepared to help our colleagues access Functional Skills 
Classes moving forward. 
IT help and courses 
Our learning provider utilises Microsoft Teams as does our 
employer however they are not entirely compatible, so we 
have been identifying areas of concern and finding solutions 
over the past year since the first lockdown began. 
This approach has helped our employer when they brought 
forward Teams training earlier than anticipated. By finding 
solutions earlier in the year we were able to forewarn them, 
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and those problems were averted when they offered a 
comprehensive Teams course for council staff. 
As well as this we are in the process of developing basic IT 
course and developing an office 365 course which is free to all. 
Kirklees college have found a way to fund them etc. 
Our Sister Trade Unions have played a very important role this 
summer in supporting our learners further and with the 
opening of the GMB Activist, Convenors and learning centre in 
Huddersfield.  
We have been fortunate to be able to get learners to come in 
to the centre and access their courses utilising equipment 
there, both our sister trade unions have also donated 
equipment so that we can share the load and allow people to 
work from home or the workplace by using this equipment on 
loan. 
The culture has changed as well with managers and frontline 
supervision in so far as they have also lent their work laptops 
to help learners within their departments.  
I would like to say a big thank you to Garreth Carvell for 
rushing to get the equipment in time for the new classes last 
month.  
ULF 
It seems like everything that could that could be thrown at us 
has been, with the recently announced withdrawal of the 
Union Learning Fund. 
This is a disgusting development for learning especially for 
those that need this support whilst facing unknown challenges 
in a very uncertain working environment. 
Like many ULR’s around the country we have been actively 
campaigning and canvasing local MP’s and Councillors to have 
this decision overturned. 
The leader of Kirklees Council (Cllr Pandor) has written a letter 
for TU’s here in Kirklees about his disgust at the decision to 
cut funding. 
My local conservative MP has been sent a letter asking him to 
support the reinstatement of the learning fund. 
Unfortunately, his reply was almost instant and obviously pre-
prepared and talks about the redistribution of funding but 
leaves anybody below level 3 on the scrapheap. 
The ULF Has been invaluable in training ULR’s and the massive 
benefit of the continued support by Project Workers and from 
all trade unions. We know the work they do, and the 
announcement can only be described, well from my point of 
view anyway as a direct attack upon trade unions.  
This though is bigger than that it is an attack on people who 
have been disadvantaged at work as well as people who have 
dedicated themselves to helping us to help our colleagues. 
Report By: 
Richard Gilbert 
GMB ULR 
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Paul Rhodes Report:  

In way of an update/Report, 
As I said at the last meeting, we are in a minor state of 
emergency regarding Police Funding, so this has taken 
most of our branch time up since the last Regional 
meeting. 
However, I have pressed on with formally setting up a 
branch learning fund, and yearly learning fund amount. 
This goes for formal sign off at our next branch meeting 
next Monday (30th of November). 
We have had one approach to our branch and region also 
contributed to our members course fee. 
We have also formed a set of rules around the learning 
fund and administering of funds. This is also to be ratified 
at our next Branch meeting. We will continue regardless 
of the current climate as we see learning as an important 
issue. 
Sorry, this is brief, but we have one eye on the 
comprehensive spending review and a funding deficit in 
our workplace. 
 

7.  RLLC Constitution/Aims-Draft 2: 
AB shared draft 2 on the screen which FJ has been working on. 
FJ said she had roughly done this and will come back with a final 
draft and with any feedback amendments. AB added the final 
draft will be going to the REC to sign off and endorse. AB to 
send the draft to committee members via email for them to 
look through and report any feedback at next meeting. 
 

  

8.  RLLC Moving Forward: 
a) Form of Words for REC. 

A discussion took place regarding the form of words and 
decided for AB to draft the document but for a small group to 
stay after todays meeting to discuss the body of the document 
for AB to draft. 

b) Committee Activist Update/Picture College: 
AB apologised to the Committee as she thought she had sent 
the email to Cindy Gavin and when checked earlier she realised 
in was still in her outbox. AB to remind members to send pic 
and Bilbo and will start again in the New year now. 

c) Branches not Assisting Members with Funding. 
AB updated the committee and said some members are having 
issues with funding from their branch or the branch are not 
getting back to the member regarding their Learning requests 
and feels there is a lack of communication. AB added that she 
had downloaded the application form for the Regional Learning 
Fund (Jo Cox) and commented how the T&C’s were at the back 
of the application and suggested these were put at the 2nd page 
so the member is informed to contact their branch in the first 
instance. CM agreed and the Committee agreed too. 
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2021 Meeting Dates: 

GMB Regional Lifelong Learning 

Committee 

Meeting Dates & Times 2021: 

 
Wednesday 20th January 2021-11am to 1pm. 

 

Wednesday 17th March 2021-11am to 1pm. 

 

Wednesday 12th May 2021-11am to 1pm. 

 

Wednesday 7th July 2021-11am to 1pm. 

 

Wednesday 1st September 2021-11am to 1pm. 

 

Wednesday 27th October 2021-11am to 1pm. 

 

Wednesday 15th December 2021-11am to 1pm 

(This may be cancelled). 

 

Wednesday 9th February 2022: 

 

PLEASE NOTE: All the Above Meetings are 

Subject to Change and Venue to be Arranged 

nearer the Time. 
 
LK asked when AB emails the committee members can she 
please add in the email as LK is standing in as chair for Gary can 
the committee members consider putting themselves forward 
to act as Vice Chair for the time being in case LK cannot attend 
a meeting. AB to action. 
 

    

 

Signatures: 

RLLC Vice-Chair:  L Kavanagh. 

RLLC Secretary:  


